FOR MORE INFORMATION ON WISCONSIN HEALTHCARE COALITIONS:

Website: https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/preparedness/hospital/index.htm
Email: DHSHCC@dhs.wisconsin.gov

HCC Coordinator:
Bob Ritger
bob.ritger@wi.gov
608-780-6789

RTAC Coordinator:
Greg Breen
greg.breen@wi.gov
608-792-3074

REGION 4
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Chris Eberlein
chris.eberlein@wi.gov
608-397-3212

HCC Coordinator:
Position Vacant

RTAC Coordinator:
Michael Fraley
michael.fraley@wi.gov
(715) 892-3209

REGION 2
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Timothy Vayder
timothy.vayder@ministryhealth.org
715-340-7370

HCC Coordinator:
Jennifer Behnke
jennifer.behnke@wi.gov
920-277-7240

RTAC Coordinator:
Dan Williams
danielc.williams@wi.gov
608-576-1843

REGION 7
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Todd Nelson
tnelsonmd@yahoo.com
920-323-1057

HCC Coordinator:
Tracey Froiland
tracey.froiland@wi.gov
920-427-2229

RTAC Coordinator:
Jason Selwitschka
jason.selwitschka@wi.gov
920-203-8791

REGION 6
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Michael Lohmeier
michael.lohmeier@wi.gov
608-263-6690

HCC Coordinator:
Dave Seebart
dave.seebart@wi.gov
920-465-0361

RTAC Coordinator:
Dave Taylor
dave.taylor@wi.gov
920-373-1083

REGION 5
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Paul Krantz
kratz.paul@mayo.org
(715) 491-8191

HCC Coordinator:
Aimee Wollman Nesseth
aimee.wollmannesseth@wi.gov
715-379-6664

RTAC Coordinator:
Robert Goodland
robert.goodland@wi.gov
715-215-0733

REGION 3
Medical Advisor:
Dr. Michael Frye
michael.frye@wi.gov
715-340-7370

HCC Coordinator:
Position Vacant

RTAC Coordinator:
Timothy Warner
sevenoakstim@nemsi.net
(715) 971-8191

REGION 1
Medical Advisor:
Dr. William Nesseth
william.nesseth@wi.gov
715-379-6664

HCC Coordinator:
Evan Corbeil
evan.corbeil@wi.gov
216-299-0696

RTAC Coordinator:
Jake Dettmering
jacob.dettmering@wi.gov
414-234-4686
Mission: The mission of the Coalition is to support and advance emergency preparedness response and capacity within the Northwest Wisconsin region by facilitating collaboration with healthcare partners, member agencies, and other ancillary partners. The Coalition will coordinate emergency planning and exercises, provide training and education, and will equip personnel and response agencies with resources to promote health care response and recovery.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Identify stockpiles to have the right equipment at the right place at the right time in a disaster.
2. Enhance the regional response structure by creating and developing regional coordination and strike teams.
3. Continue to reach out and build Healthcare Coalition awareness and membership.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR: AIMEE WOLLMAN NESSETH

Aimee Wollman Nesseth became interested in emergency preparedness through her work as a critical care and emergency department chaplain and volunteer with the American Red Cross. She has worked with hospital emergency management, Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM), and completed a Masters degree in leadership with an emphasis on emergency preparedness and crisis management.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR: ROBERT GOODLAND

Robert Goodland is currently a lieutenant and paramedic with the Eau Claire Fire Department (ECFD). He has been with the ECFD department for 24 years, but started his EMS career as a volunteer with the Portage Volunteer Fire Department and Portage Ambulance Service. During his career he has served as a HazMat technician, diver, and taskforce team member. He is also a volunteer on the Chippewa Valley Emergency Support Service, Inc., CISM team.

MEDICAL ADVISOR: DR. PAUL KRANTS

A board-certified fellow of the American College of Emergency Physicians with over 30 years practicing emergency medicine, Dr. Paul Krantz has participated in, coordinated and directed emergency medical services and disaster management for the U.S. Army and civilian agencies. He is currently the EMS medical director and associate medical director for multiple EMS agencies within the northwest region.
Mission: The mission of the healthcare coalition is to ensure collaboration among healthcare organizations and public- and private-sector partners that is organized to prepare for, and respond to, an emergency, mass casualty, or catastrophic health event. North Central Wisconsin Healthcare Emergency Readiness Coalition provides technical expertise and leadership in the development of comprehensive all hazard and emergency plans, including coordination with local, regional, and state partners.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Develop regional medical coordinating center.
2. Resource sharing development to align with regional medical coordinating center development.
3. Increase information sharing and situational awareness knowledge with utilization of information sharing and awareness applications.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR:
POSITION VACANT
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR:
MICHAEL FRALEY

Michael Fraley has been a paramedic for over 20 years and has always had a special interest in field and hospital-based trauma care. Michael has served as a flight paramedic, EMS manager, educator, and quality improvement coordinator and has been the North Central Regional Trauma Advisory Council Coordinator since 2007.

REGION 2

MEDICAL ADVISOR:
DR. TIM VAYDER

Dr. Tim Vayder is an emergency department physician at Ministry St. Michael’s Hospital in Stevens Point and served as the EMS Medical Director. Prior to moving to Wisconsin, he practiced in Michigan where he served on the executive board for Region 2 bioterrorism planning. His interests include prehospital care, planning for surge capacity, mass casualty planning, and biohazard planning.
NORTHEAST WISCONSIN HEALTHCARE COALITION

Mission: The mission of the Health Care Coalition is; to ensure that the collaboration of Health Care organizations and public / private-sector partners coordinate their preparation for, and response to, a mass casualty incident or catastrophic health event.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Identify and develop a tiered response methodology for activating medical coordination capability in Region 3.
2. Start building a comprehensive Regional Healthcare Emergency Response plan including medical coordination capability.
3. Enhance regional communication infrastructure that will facilitate a prompt and effective medical coordination capability, patient care, and patient tracking.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR: DAVE SEEBART

Dave Seebart has over 30 years of emergency preparedness experience with the U.S. Navy Nuclear Program, Wisconsin Public Service/Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant, and the Wisconsin Hospital Emergency Preparedness Program. Dave has worked on health care emergency preparedness in northeast Wisconsin for more than 10 years.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR: DAVE TAYLOR

Dave Taylor has worked in emergency medical services for 15 years and served as a flight paramedic with EAGLE III medical helicopter for 10 of those years. Currently Dave serves as a volunteer fire fighter with Howard Fire department, specializing in regional education around mass casualty incident triage and active shooter awareness.

MEDICAL ADVISOR: DR. TODD NELSON

Dr. Todd Nelson has been an American Board of Emergency Medicine physician since 2003 with emergency department experience at Holy Family Memorial Hospital as well as the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinic system. Dr. Nelson also has previous experience with the Northeast Regional Trauma Advisory Council.
WESTERN WISCONSIN HEALTHCARE COALITION

Mission: Our mission is to provide coordination service to all regional health care partners in the four areas of emergency management (Mitigation, Preparedness, Response and Recovery), including assisting to identify areas that may need assistance. Work in partnership with all agencies within the Coalition towards achieving one main goal of providing the best total health care to the citizens in the Western Health Care Coalition.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Provide coordination services for all Regional Health Care Partner in preparedness and response.
2. Review and address top areas identified in the Regional Hazard Vulnerability Assessment.
3. Explore Medical Coordinating Centers and a Regional Health Care Response Plan.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR: BOB RITGER

Bob Ritger has 36 years of service in response and preparedness for emergencies and disasters. Bob has worked with Region 4 since 2003. He has also served in a statewide role as operations officer for a number of years.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR:
GREG BREEN

Greg Breen has been involved in emergency medical services (EMS) since 1978, including as a paramedic with the Chicago Fire Department. He retired from the La Crosse Fire Department and has worked with the Southwest Regional Trauma Advisory Council since 2006. He has served as a member of the board for Wisconsin EMS for Children.

MEDICAL ADVISOR:
DR. CHRIS EBERLEIN

Dr. Chris Eberlein is a practicing, board-certified emergency medicine physician at Gundersen Health System in La Crosse, Wisconsin. He serves as the medical director of Tri-State Ambulance and Tri-State Regional Ambulance services, and numerous first responder agencies. Improvement and standardization of pre-hospital care as an extension of the hospital and emergency department are subjects of particular interest to Dr. Eberlein.
SOUTH CENTRAL WISCONSIN HEALTHCARE COALITION

Mission: South Central Healthcare Coalition combines the knowledge and resources of all healthcare agencies in the region to provide coordinated preparedness and response capabilities to citizens throughout the region.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Advance regional medical coordinating center planning and development.
2. Identify and offer relevant emergency preparedness trainings requested by coalition membership.
3. Identify and compile a list of resources available in the region for use by partners during emergency preparedness and response efforts.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR:
JENNIFER BEHNKE, MPH

Jennifer Behnke recently earned a Masters of Public Health degree with an emphasis in emergency preparedness. Her research interests include electronic patient tracking methods during mass casualty incidents, emergency preparedness for children and vulnerable populations, and emerging pathogens. She also has 10 years of experience in the clinical laboratory with five of those years in microbiology.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR:
DAN WILLIAMS

Dan Williams has worked in public safety for over 26 years, both as a volunteer and a career firefighter/paramedic. Currently Dan works for the City of Madison Fire Department, where he is a firefighter-paramedic, rescue-diver, and SWAT/TEMS team lead medic. Dan has enjoyed coordinating the South Central RTAC for the past 10 years, and looks forward to saving lives by strengthening the regional trauma care system.

MEDICAL ADVISOR:
DR. MICHAEL LOHMEIER

Michael Lohmeier completed his EM Residency and EMS Fellowship at Washington University in Saint Louis. He is currently an emergency physician at the University of Wisconsin, and the Medical Director for Dane County EMS. His areas of interest include education, tactical EMS, ground transport and disaster preparedness. He plans to develop the EMS Research program and start an accredited EMS Fellowship at UW in the next few years.
# FOX VALLEY AREA HEALTH CARE COALITION

**Mission:** To be the most effective multi-disciplinary, multi-organizational team dedicated to facilitate coordination and communication amongst FVAHCC (East Central) healthcare organizations, local and state response agencies regarding preparedness planning and response as it pertains to emerging and emergent disaster events.

## TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Assure all partners are connected with existing communication tools such as WITRAC and WISCOM so that in the event of an emergency we are able to obtain and share pertinent information.
2. Exercise together as a region to enhance, improve, and practice response.
3. Begin regional Medical Coordination planning and development.

## REGIONAL COORDINATOR: TRACEY FROILAND

Tracey Froiland has been working in the preparedness field for more than 15 years. She is a registered nurse with a background including emergency medicine, emergency medical services, and trauma. She enjoys working with community partners and is excited to help move the health care coalition forward.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR: JASON SELWITSCHKA

Jason Selwitschka has worked with the pre-hospital experience for 23 years in both rural and urban settings. He has served as the emergency medical services coordinator at the volunteer fire department for 21 years. Jason also serves on many boards and committees throughout the state.

MEDICAL ADVISOR: DR. MICHAEL CLARK

Dr. Clark is an emergency medicine physician currently at ThedaCare Regional Medical Center Neenah and Region 6 Medical Advisor. Dr. Clark recently completed his Master of Public Health, serving on the state Medical Surge and Burn Surge Panels for his degree’s field experience.
Mission: South Central Healthcare Coalition combines the knowledge and resources of all healthcare agencies in the region to provide coordinated preparedness and response capabilities to citizens throughout the region.

TOP THREE OBJECTIVES FOR 2016-2017

1. Advance regional medical coordinating center planning and development.
2. Identify and offer relevant emergency preparedness trainings requested by coalition membership.
3. Identify and compile a list of resources available in the region for use by partners during emergency preparedness and response efforts.

REGIONAL COORDINATOR:
EVAN CORBIEL

Evan Corbeil has an educational and career background in business management and finance with training and experience in occupational safety and health policies and products. Additionally, Evan has several years of experience applying this background to building regional networks and establishing partnerships.
REGIONAL TRAUMA COORDINATOR: JAKE DETTMERING

Jake has worked in EMS for several years as an EMT, EMT-I, and paramedic. He has served as an EMS Supervisor for several years and was responsible for training, quality improvement, and management of EMS. Besides a career of working for a fire department, Jakes also served as the Southeast Region RTAC coordinator in 2011-2012.

MEDICAL ADVISOR: DR. JASON LIU

Dr. Liu is an associate professor at the Medical College of Wisconsin, and is board-certified in emergency medicine and emergency medical services (EMS). His work includes clinical support, policy advising, and research in EMS and disaster/mass casualty medicine.